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Abstract

Abstract.
This report describes the implementation of the data link layer protocol for an ISDN
terminal board. With this board it is possible to create an ISDN terminal, for a
basic access. It can connect een PC to the'S' reference point. The terminal board
supports two data channels of 64 kbps, one of them can be used for a telephone
handset. And one 16 kbps signalling channel, which can also be used for packet data
transfer.

The data link layer protocol is implemented and tested, the low level interrupt
handlers are written, but not jet tested because the hardware wasn't available.

Before the terminal board can be operational the network layer should be
implemented on the board and the higher layers on the Pc.
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Introduction

1 Introduction.
In the near future a new all digital network will be introduced. This new network is
called Integrated Services Digital Network (ISDN). A number of networks will be
integrated to provide all current telecommunication services in one network.
These services include telephony, telex, teletex, videotex, and data communication.

At the faculty of electrical engineering of the Technical University of Eindhoven,
Netherlands, a ISDN terminal adaptor has been designed. The ISDN terminal
adaptor provides service for telephony, and for data communication. It connects a
telephone handset and a PC to the'S' reference point.

The assignment was to implement lAPD, specified by CCITT, on the terminal board
with the needed support software, such as the operating system.

The software supports two circuit switched 64 kbps B channels for data
communication and telephony, and one packet switched 16 kbps D channel for
signalling data and packet data.

This report gives the reader, in chapter 2 and 3, an introduction to ISDN and an
overview of the used protocols for the basic access, In chapter 4 the hardware is
described from a programmers point of view. In chapter 5 the different parts of the
software for the ISDN terminal adaptor are described. Chapter 6 the testing of the
software is discussed. Finally in chapter 7 some conclusions and recommendations
are presented.
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2 Integrated Services Digital Network.
This chapter gives an overview of the current standardization, and in particular
handles the ISDN user-network interface.

2.1 Overview Current Standards.

The CCITT represents the most important and leading body in the field of ISDN.
In 1980 the CCITT approved the first recommendation G.705 for ISDN, and was
published in the Yellow Book in 1981. The recommendation G.705 was very general.
In the study period 1980 to 1984 further important recommendations evolved. These
recommendations, approved in 1984, are summarized in the I-series, were published
in 1985 in the Red Book. The Red Book was supplemented with the essential ISDN
recommendations from the Q- and X-series. These recommendations are basically
still used today.
In 1988 the newest update of the recommendations were published in the Blue
Book.

2.1.1 General Aspects.

The principles of ISDN can be summarized as follows:

- A wide range of voice and non-voice services.

- A limited set of interfaces.

- A limited set of connection types.

- Support of circuit-switched services.

- Support of packet-switched services.

- The use of layered (OSI) protocols.

- Flexibility to suit national needs.

IDSN evolves from the integrated digital network (IDN).
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2.1.2 ISDN Services.

ISDN was conceived to support a wide variety of services, from the existing services
such as telephony and data communication, to new services for text and graphic
communication (teletex, videotex, etc). In the long term the broadband services for
video on demand and retrieval of massive amounts of data.
There are two categories of services:

- Bearer services: They provide the capability for transferring information
between ISDN application-service users and involve only lower layer functions
(Le. OSI layers 1-3). Bearer services are characterized by a set of low-layer
attributes. Examples of bearer-services are voice, 64 kbps transparent and packet
mode services.

- Teleservices: They provide the full capability for communication between ISDN
application -service users and involve low-layer as well as high-layer functions (Le.
OSI layers 1-7). Examples of teleservices are telephony, teletex, facsimile, telex,
videotex, and electronic mail.

Other services are Supplementary services. They are basically options that are
available with both bearer services and teleservices. Examples of supplementary
services are calling line identification, call waiting, direct dialling in, closed user
group, user-to-user signaling, call diversion and abbreviated dialling.

The OSI model consists of 7 layers:
1. Physical Concerned with transmission of unstructured bit stream over

a physical link.

2. Data link

3. Network

4. Transport

5. Session

6. Presentation

7. Application

Provides the reliable transfer of data across the physical
link.

Provides upper layers with independence from data
transmission and switching technologies used to connect
systems.

Provides reliable, transparent transfer of data between end
points.

Provides the control structure for communication between
applications.

Performs generally useful transformations on data to provide
a standardized application interface and to provide common
communication services.

Provides services to the user of the OSI environment.
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Application layer

Presentation layer

Session layer

Transport layer

Network layer

bearer
Data link layer

services

Physical layer

Figure 2.1: ISDN Services.

2.1.3 Network aspects and functions.

teleservices

The ISDN architecture can be divided into two different parts, the user-network part
and the internal network part.
ISDN is based on out-band signalling or common-channel signalling. A separate
signalling network is used for the common-channel signalling. Because signalling
messages are packets of short blocks of data, common-channel signalling has
developed using packet-switched technology. Thus, at the internal network side, the
signalling data is switched separately from the user data. The internal signalling
protocol CCIlT Signalling System no.7 is used for this purpose.
At the user-network side, a separate channel is present for signalling and is based
on packet switching: the D-channel.
At the user-network are also channels available for user data: the B-channels.

The protocol model for ISDN is structured according to the OSI model, figure 2.1
shows this layer model.
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The lower layers, the physical layer, data link layer and the network layer, have the
following functions:

- Physical layer (layer l)
The physical layer is concerned with the transferring of data bits across
physical media. This includes the functional and procedural standards
required to activate, maintain and deactivate the physical circuit. Also
performs this layer a time division multiplexing function in order to break
out the D-channel and the B-channels.

- Data link layer (layer 2)
The data link layer provides for the reliable transfer of data across the
physical digital circuit provided by the physical layer. This includes the
functional and procedural means to transfer blocks of data as a service
to user entities in the network layer and to detect and possibly correct
errors which may occur in the physical layer. This layer also performs a
multiplexing function in order to break-out the signalling (s), packet (P)
and telemetry (t) functional entities for layer 3 (network layer).

- Network layer (layer 3)
The network layer provides for the transfer of data from a source end
system, across switched telecommunication networks, possibly involving
many data links and relay systems, to a destination end system. This layer
offers its users independence from relaying and routing considerations.

Apart from the layer 1 protocol, the ISDN user is free to use any protocol required
at layer 2 and layer 3 for the B-channels.

2.1.4 ISDN user-network interface.

The ISDN standards have dermed a number of reference point where equipment
interfaces may exist in various functional configurations. Figure 2.2 illustrates the
functional groupings that are defined for the user-network interface.

ISDN terminals interface to the S reference point. Non-ISDN terminals interface to
the R reference point and are connected to the S reference point via a terminal
adapter (TA).
The NTl is the termination of the network. In Europe, the NTl will be the
responsibility of the network provider.
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analog
tele- f--------------------'
phone

Figure 2.2: Physical reference points.

When a NT2 (PABX, LAN) is not present, the S and T reference points coincide.
The functional groups are NTl, NT2, TEl, TE2 and TA The functions of these
groups are described below.

NTI (Network Termination 1):
NTI functions are:

- line transmission termination
- layer 1 line maintenance functions and performance
- timing
- power transfer
- layer 1 multiplexing
- interface termination, including multidrop termination employing layer
1 contention resolution

NTI includes functions generally equivalent to layer 1. These functions are
associated with the proper physical and electromagnetic termination of the
network.

NT2 (Network Termination 2):
NT2 functions are:

- layers 2 and 3 protocol handling
- layers 2 and 3 multiplexing
• switching
- concentration
- maintenance
- interface termination and other layer 1 functions

PABXs, LANs and terminal controllers are examples of equipment that provide
NTI functions.
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TE (Terminal Equipment):
TE functions include

- protocol handling
- maintenance functions
- interface functions
- connection functions to other equipment.

There are two types of TEs
- TEl is an ISDN terminal equipment directly interfacing to S or T,
- TE2 is an existing terminal equipment interfacing to non-ISDN interface
recommendations (e.g. X or V series recommendations).

TA (Terminal Adapter):
performs the functions necessary to allow a TE2 to be served by an ISDN user
network interface (SIT reference point).

A channel represents a specified portion of information carrying capability of an
interface. Channels are combined into interface structures. The maximum digital
information carrying capability across a physical interface is defined by an interface
structure.
Two interface structures are defined:

- Basic rate interface: consists of two 64 kbps B-channels and a single 16 kbps D
channel.

- Primary rate interface: Consists of 23 (United States and Japan) or 30 (Europe)
64 kbps B-channels and a single 64 kbps D-channel.

The B-channels are used for user data and are optional. The D-channel is used for
signalling data packet data (X.25 packet level) and can also be used for low rate
packet data (telemetry) transmission.
Figure 2.3 presents the functional grouping and reference points according to the
OSI model for the D-channel.
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TEl

7

6 user-to-user
signalling

5

4
NT2 ET

3 ~/ 3

2 --l NTl LT L 2

1 --;1\ /: ~/l- 1
S I I V I I II I I

SIT
"I

Figure 2.3: Layer model of the D-channel.

The ISDN terminal (TEl) is shown as a 7 layered structure. Layers 4-7 are
associated with corresponding layers in the other end system (i.e. end-to-end), it is
used foe user-to-user signalling. The layers 1-3 are interacting with Network
Termination 2 (NT2), but may also interact with Network Termination 1 (NT1) in
this case of basic rate interface (2B +D). It is in the basic rate interface that
reference point T is equal to reference point S.
NT1 is shown as a relay device because that is exactly what it is. On the user-side
for the basic rate interface NT1 is a 192 kbps time division multiplexed stream that
provides two 64 kbps B-channels, one 16 kbps D-channel, and 48 kbps of overhead
for contention resolution, DC balancing, and frame recognition.
On the user-side for primary rate interface NT1 is a 1544/2024 kbps time division
multiplexed stream that provides 23/30 64 kbps B-channels, one 64 kbps D-channel
and 8/64 kbps overhead for synchronization and framing etc.
On the network side of the NT1 the protocol is quite different ant is not specified
by any I-series recommendation. Several techniques are used by various switch
manufacturers, such as time compression multiplexing or echo cancelling for the
basic rate interface or T1 multiplexing for the primary rate interface.
The TE1-NT2 operation over the S reference point may be point-to-point or
multipoint (192 kbps). The NT2-NT1 operation is strictly point-to-point.
The Line Termination (LT) in the switching exchange will also be a relay function
converting the loop protocol into one suitable for the Exchange Termination ET).
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2.2 The ISDN layers.

In the following paragraph the lower three OSI layers of the ISDN user-network
interface are discussed. The higher layers are not yet been standardized.
The protocol reference model for ISDN is structured according the OSI model.
Figure 2.4 shows the global structuring of the ISDN for the user network part.

network
layer

physical
layer

data link
layer

phy cal media

h' h 1J. er ayers

I I I

B1 B2 s entity p entity t entity
entity entity

B1 B2 LAPD entity
entity entity

I

B channel D channel-
I -
I physical entity

I
-,.,-,-

si

Figure 2.4: ISDN layer model.

At either reference point the following layer protocols may occur:

- Layer 1, basic rate : CCITT 1.430
- Layer 1, primary rate: CCITT 1.431
- Layer 2, D-channel : CCITT 1.441 (Q.921)
- Layer 2, B-channel : any 64 kbps protocol
- Layer 3, D-channel : ccnT 1.451 (Q.931)
- Layer 3, B-channel : any 64 kbps protocol
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2.2.1 Layer 1 (Physical layer).

The layer 1 defines the user services available to the higher layers of the ISDN
interface as well as the physical, electromechanical and protocol specification of the
interface.
Layer 1 requires a balanced metallic transmission medium for each direction of
transmission, capable of supporting 192 kbps.

The physical service provided includes:

- Transmission capability for Band D channels, related timing and
synchronization.

- Signalling capability for activation/deactivation, D-channel access and
maintenance function.

- Status indication of layer 1 to higher layers.

Layer 1 is defined in recommendation 1.430, it also includes the complete electrical
specification for the interface.
At the SiT reference points both point-to-point and point-to-multipoint are
accommodated. To maintain a basic telephony service in the event of local power
failure it is possible to provide power feeding from the network towards the TE.

The wiring scenarios are:
- A single terminal installation where the terminal is wired directly (point-to
point) to the NT1 or NT2 device.

- A multi-terminal installation with a passive bus arrangement, in this situation
a single bus driver unit serves a maximum of eight terminals.

- A multi-terminal installation with an NT2 device supporting the terminals in a
star arrangement.
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I TE I
SIT

I NT I 1--1 ET II
point-to-point

SIT 1--1 ET II NT Idbffuffu
I

passive bus

star

Figure 2.5: Wiring scenarios.

The ISDN physical protocol for the basic interface consists of two frame structures
shown in figure 2.6. One frame is for the NT to 1E direction, and one for the 1E
to NT direction. Both frames are 48 bits in length and take 250 usec. to transmit.
This equals 192 kbps, this is two B-channels, one D-channel and 48 kbps for framing,
contention resolution, and DC balancing.
The first bit (framing F bit) of the frame is always transmitted as a positive pulse,
and the second bit (balancing L bit) is therefore transmitted as a negative pulse.
The B-channel are octet interleaved at two octets for each channel in the frame
while the D-channel is bit-interleaved at the rate of four D-channel bits per frame.
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D L.'

48 bIts In 2SOms

NT 10 TE

L.I' I' I'll II " I' .' ( 0 A' .. 11II 121212.2.2.2'2.2 I I:) M II II II " " " " " E 0 S '2.2.2'21'21'2.21'2 , D
I

L.' L.

L.' l-

F = framing bit
L = DC balancing bit
D = D-channel bit
E = D-echo-channel bit
FA = Auxiliary framing bit
M = multiframing bit

N = bit set to a binary value N=FA
(multiframing)
Bl = bit within B-channell
B2 = bit within B-channe1 2
A = activation bit
S = reserved for future standardization

Figure 2.6: Frame structure layer l.

A pseudo-ternary coding scheme for the SIT bus is used with 100% pulse width,
i.e. a binary one is presented by no line signal and a binary zero is represented by
alternate positive/negative pulses.

binary value

line signal

010 0 110 0 011

Figure 2.7: Pseudo ternary coding.

The access of the D-channel, the Carrier Sense Multiple Access with Collision
Detection (CSMA/CD) procedure, allows for a number of terminals connected to
the NT to gain access to the D-channel in an orderly fashion. The procedure ensures
that, even in cases where two or more terminals attempt to access the D-channel
simultaneously, one terminal will always be successful in completing transmission of
its information.
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The procedure relies upon the use of layer 2 frames delimited by flags consisting
of the binary pattern '01111110' and the use of zero bit insertion to prevent flag
imitation. Because of this, a layer 2 frame never contains more than 6 consecutive
ones.

When a terminal has no information to send, it sends binary ones on the D-channel
which corresponds to absence of line signal.
The NT, on receipt of a D-channel bit from the TE or TEs, reflects back the
received D-bits towards the terminals in the next available E-bit (D-echo bit)
position.

A TE monitors the D-channel by counting the number of consecutive one-bits in the
E-channel. If a zero-bit is detected, the terminal restarts counting the number of
consecutive one-bits. When the number of consecutive one-bits equals a threshold
value X;, the terminal can access the D-channel and the counter is reset. After a
successful transmission the threshold value becomes X;+ 1 (this is done to give all
competing terminals a fair access to the D-channel) and the terminal returns to the
D-channel monitoring state. The threshold value is lowered to X; again when X;+1
one-bits have been counted on the E-channel.
There are 2 priority classes. For priority class 1 (signalling information) Xl equals
8 and for priority class 2, X2 equals 10.
Once the D-channel has been accessed by a terminal, a possible collision with other
terminals, with the same priority and accessing at the same time, can be detected and
resolved in the following way.

While transmitting information on the D-channel, the terminal shall monitor the
received D-echo channel and compare the last transmitted bit with the next available
D-echo bit. If the transmitted bit is the same as the received echo, the terminal shall
continue its transmission. If, however, the received echo differs from the transmitted
bit, the terminal shall stop its transmission immediately and return to the D-channel
monitoring state. This method makes use of the fact that a zero-bit ( high or low
mark) 'wins' from a one-bit (no line signal).

There are eight states defined for the physical layer, they are called the 'F states
for the user side and the 'N' states for the network side.
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The physical layer of the user side is always in one of the following states:

Fl: Inactive, TE is not powered on

F2: Sensing, TE powered on, received signal type not determined.

F3: Deactivated, neither side transmitting.

F4: Awaiting signal, TE transmits INFO 1 pattern.

F5: Identifying input, after receiving any signal, the TE stops transmitting
INFO 1 and waits for INFO 2 or 4.

F6: Synchronized, after receiving INFO 2, the TE transmits INFO 3 and waits
for INFO 4.

F7: Activated, normal active state, TE transmits INFO 3 and receives INFO
4.

F8: Lost framing, after loss of frame synchronization the TE stops transmitting
and waits for INFO 0, 2 or 4.

There are five different signals across the physical interface, INFO 0-5, there are
defined as followed:

INFO 0:

INFO 1:

INFO 2:

INFO 3:

No signal.

A continuous signal with the following pattern: High mark, low
mark, six spaces.

Layer 1 frames from NT to TE, with all bits of B-, D- and Echo
channels set to binary zero. Nand L bits according the normal
coding rules. Bit A (activation bit) set to zero.

Synchronized layer 1 frame from TE to NT with operational data
on B- and D- channels.

INFO 4: Synchronized layer 1 frame from NT to TE with operational data
on B- and D- channels. The A bit is set to a binary one.

The signals INFO 0-2 are used for activation and deactivation procedures. INFO 3
and 4 are the normal layer 1 frame earlier discussed.
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2.2.2 Layer 2 (Data link layer).

Layer 2 is responsible for transmission and error-free delivery of information over
a physical medium. The protocol for the data link layer is known as LAPD. LAPD
is based upon the HDLC protocol and the X.25 layer 2 protocol.
In chapter 3 the data link layer protocol is discussed.

2.2.3 Layer 3 (Network layer).

Layer 3 protocol provides the means to establish, maintain, and terminate network
connections across an ISDN between communicating peers. The protocol is defined
in terms of message exchange over the D-channel for basic rate and primary
interface structure at the S an T reference points.

The main network layer functions are:

- Routing and relaying.

- Segmenting and blocking.

- Error detection and recovery.

- Sequencing.

- Flow control.

The functions support procedures for both basic call control and call control in
conjunction with network provided supplementary services (optional). They also
support management information exchange between two peers.

Layer 3 contains many variables and,thus, there is no simple method of illustrating
the message format. Only the first four octets are stable and consist of the following
elements:

Octet 1:

Octet 2:

Protocol discriminator distinguishes call-control messages from
other types of messages such as X.25 packet level 3 messages.

Length of call reference value in bits 1-4 gives the length of the call
reference in octets.
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Octet 3:

Octet 4:

Intewated sen;ices di¥ital network

Call reference value in bits 1-7 provides a reference in all messages
associated with one interaction between user and network. It is of
local significance only. Each call uses a unique, randomly generated
number for each interaction. For the basic interface the reference
value is 7 bits and for the primary interface the reference value is
15 bits. Bit 8 of octet 3 is a flag witch indicates the source and
destination of the call.

Bits 1-7 identify the message type, bit 8 is reserved and set to O.

8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1

protocol discriminator

0 0 0 0 length of call
reference value

flag call reference value

0 message types

information elements
as required

octet 1

octet 2

octet 3

octet 4

octet 5
octet N

Figure 2.8: Layer 3 message format.

Following the first four (or five in the primary interface) octets of the protocol
element header are the information elements required for each message type. Each
message contains a number of mandatory and optional information elements. The
purpose of the information elements is to permit the user to:

- Request a bearer service.
- Request a supplementary service.
- Request the status of a call.
- Request connected address.
- Check called terminal compatibility.
- Indicate source/destination addresses.
- Identify a suspended call.
- Identify a channel within the interface.
- Display information.
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The functions for the basic call control are message types used for signalling data.
They can be divided into four groups:

- Call establishment messages are used to set-up calls.

- Call information messages are used to send user-to-user information and to
suspend and resume a call.

- Call clearing messages are used to tear down a call.

- Miscellaneous messages are used for congestion control and status.

An example is given of the use of the protocol to set up a B-channel circuit-switched
telephone call:
The proces begins when a calling subscriber lifts the handset. The ISDN telephone
insures that the D-channel is active before it generates a dial tone. After the phone
has accumulated all digits of the called number, it sends a SETUP message over
the D-channel to the network exchange termination (ET).
The network routes a signalling system no.7 (SS7) message to the remote exchange
termination and sends back a CALL- PROC message indicating that the setup is
underway.
The network may also request more information from the caller via SETUP-ACK
and INFO. When the SS7 message reaches the remote TE, it sends a SETUP
message to the called phone. The called phone accepts the call by sending an
ALERT message and generated a ringing tone. The ALERT message is transmitted
all the way back to the calling telephone set, using SS7, where a ringing tone is
generated.
When the called party picks up the handset a CONN message is send to the remote
ET, which is transmitted to the calling telephone set and send a CONN-ACK to the
remote phone set.

The B-channel is now available for the called and calling phones. Additional
signalling messages may be transmitted during the existing of the call.
The B-channel can be suspended by sending an SUSP message to the ET, if it is
accepted the other telephone set is notified by receiving a NOTIFY message and
the initiating phone receives a SUSP-ACK message. There is reestablished by
sending a RES message to the ET, which sends a NOTIFY message to the other
side and sends a RES-ACK message back. The B-channel is now resumed.

The call is terminated when one of the phones hangs up. This causes a DISC
message to be send from the phone to the ET. The ET sends the message to the
other side and sends a REL message back. The phone react with a REL-COM to
indicate that the release is completed. The other side receives the DISC message
and hangs up. This results in sending a REL message to the ET, which reacts by
sending a REL-COM back.
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Figure 2.9: Basic call control procedure.
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3 Link Access Procedure D-channel.
The layer 2 protocol for the D-channel is LAPD. First the structure of layer 2 frames
is discussed, after this the functions of LAPD are discussed.

3.1 LAPD Frame Structure.

All LAPD user information and protocol messages are transmitted in the form of
frames. Each frame consists of a number of fields, these are:

-Flag fields
-Address field
-Control field
-Information field
-Frame Check Sequence field

I FLAG ADDRESS CONTROL INFORMATION FCS I FLAG I
~8 x 16 X 8 or 16 X variable--X~16)( 8---7
bits

Figure 3.1: LAPD Frame format.

3.1.1 Flag Fields.

The flag fields delimit the frame at both ends of the frame with the unique pattern
0111 1110. This pattern is a violation of the LAPD protocol (see Bitstuffing).
A single flag may be used as closing flag for one frame and the opening flag for the
next frame. On both sides of the user-network interface, receivers are continuously
checking for the flag sequence to synchronize on the start of a frame or to determine
the end of the receiving frame.

3.1.2 Address Field

LAPD deals with two levels of multiplexing. First at the subscriber site, there may
be multiple user devices sharing the same physical interface. Second, within each
user device, there may be multiple types of traffic: packet-switched data and control
signalling. LAPD accommodates these levels of multiplexing by using a two-part
address.
The 16 bit address field consists of a Terminal Endpoint Identifier (TEl), a Service
Access Point Identifier (SAPI), and a Command/Response (C/R) bit.
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8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16

Q TEl

Typically each device is given a unique TEl. It is also possible to assign more than
one TEl, this is might be the case for a terminal concentration. TEl assignment
occurs either automatically or manual by the user (see TEl assign procedure).
The SAPI identifies a layer 3 user of LAPD, and thus corresponds to a layer 3 entity
within a user device.
The C/R bit is coded as followed:

Table 3.1: Command/response bit definition.

Command/Response direction C/R value

network -> user 1
Command

user -> network 0

network -> user 0
Response

user -> network 1

3.1.3 Control Field.

LAPD defmes three types of frames, each with a different control field format.

-Information transfer frames (I-frames) carry the data to be transmitted for the
user.

-Supervisory frames (S-frames) provide the go-back function when piggybacking
is not used.

-Unnumbered frames (D-frames) provide supplemental link control functions
and is also used to support unacknowledged operation.

All frames contain the Poll/Final (P/F) bit. The P/F bit serves a function in both
command and response frames. In command frames the P/F bit is referred to as P
bit. In response frames it is referred as the F bit.
The P bit set to 1 is used by the data link layer entity to solicit (poll) a response
frame from the peer data link layer entity.
The F bit set to 1 is used to indicate the response frame transmitted as a result of
a soliciting (poll) command.
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Acknowledged information transfer use variables and sequence numbers to perform
correctly. For each point-to-point data link connection there are 3 variables and two
sequence numbers defined.

The variables are:

-Send state variable V(S): which denotes the sequence number of the next I
frame to be transmitted. V(S) can take the value 0 to 127, and will be
incremented each successive I frame transmission, and shall not exceed V(A) by
more than the maximum number of outstanding I frames (K).

-Acknowledge state variable V(A): which identifies the last frame that has been
acknowledged by its peer. The value of V(A) shall be updated by the valid N(R)
value received from its peer. A valid N(R) value is in the range V(A) < N(R) <
V(S)

-Receive state variable V(R): which denotes the sequence number of the next I
frame to be received. The value of V(R) shall be incremented by one with the
reception of an error-free I frame whose N(S) equals V(R).

-Send sequence number N(S): the sequence number of transmitted I frame.

-Receive sequence number N(R): the expected send sequence number of the 1
frame to receive next. N(R) indicates that the data link layer entity transmitting
the N(R) has correctly received all I frames numbered up to and including N(R)
1.

The different command/response frames are listed in table 3.2.
The following commands/response are explained in section 3.7:

Information transfer format:
-Information (I) command

Supervisory format:
-Receive ready (RR) command/response
-Receive not ready (RNR) command/response
-Reject (REJ) command/response

Unnumbered format:
-Set asynchronous balanced extended (SABME) command
-Disconnected mode (DM) response
-Unnumbered information (UI) command
-Disconnect (DISC) command
-Unnumbered acknowledged (UA) response
-Frame reject (FRMR) response
-Exchange identification (XID) command/response
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Table 3.2: Commands and responses.

ENCODING
Type frame Frame C/R 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 Octet

Information 0 N(S) 4
transfer I C

P/F N(R) 5

1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 4
Supervisory RR C/R

P/F N(R) 5

1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 4
RNR C/R

P/F N(R) 5

1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 4
REJ C/R

P/F N(R) 5

SABME C 0 1 1 P/F 1 1 1 1 4
Unnumbered

DM R 0 0 0 P/F 1 1 1 1 4

UI C 0 0 0 P/F 0 0 1 1 4

DISC C 0 1 0 P/F 0 0 1 1 4

UA R 0 1 1 P/F 0 0 1 1 4

FRMR R 1 0 0 P/F 0 1 1 1 4

XID I C/R 1 0 1 P/F 1 1 1 1 4
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3.2 Link Access Procedure D-channel.

The purpose of LAPD is to convey information between layer 3 entities across the
ISDN user-network interface using the D-channel.

LAPD will support:

-Multiple terminal installation at the user-network interface.

-Multiple layer 3 entities.

All data link layer messages are transmitted in frames, which are delimited by flags.
The frame structure is described in section 3.1.

LAPD performs a number of functions, these are:

-Provision of one or more data link connections on one D-channel.
Discrimination between the data link connections by means of a data link
connection identifier (DLCI) contained in each frame.

-Frame delimiting, alignment and transparency, allowing recognition of a
sequence of bits transmitted over a D-channel as a frame.

-Sequence control, to maintain the sequential order of frames across the data
link connection.

-Detection of transmission format and operational errors on a data link
connection.

-Recovery from detected transmission, format, and operational errors.

-Notification to the management entity of unrecoverable errors.

-flow control.

The data link layer functions are used for information transfer between multiple
combinations of data link connection endpoints. The information transfer may be
via point-to-point or via broadcast data link connections.
The point-to-point data link connection directs the information to a single endpoint
and the broadcast data link connection directs the information to one or lflUlC

endpoints.
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3.3 Data link connection identification.

A data link connection is identified by a Data Link Connection Identifier (DLCI)
carried in the address field.

The DLCI is used to identify the connection endpoints at both ends of the
connection. The DLCI consists of two elements: the Service Access Point Identifier
(SAPI) and the Terminal Endpoint Identifier (TEl).
The SAPI identifies the service access point on the network side or user side of the
user-network interface.
The TEl identifies a specific connection endpoint within a service access point.
The DLCI is a pure data link layer concept. It is not known by layer 3 entity or
management entity. These latter entities use the concept of Connection Endpoint
Identifier (CEI). The CEI consists of the SAPI and a reference value, named
Connection Endpoint Suffix (CES). The CES is a value selected by the layer 3 or
management entity to address the data layer entity.

SeIVice Access Point Identifier.

The SAPI identifies a point at which data link layer services are provided by the
data link entity to a layer 3 or management entity.
The SAPI specifies the data link entry that should process the data link layer frame
and also a layer 3 or management entity which is to receive information carried by
the data link layer frames.
The SAPI allows 64 service points to be specified, These are bits 3 to 8 of the first
octet of the address field. The following SAPI values are reserved:

Table 3.3: SAPI definitions.

SAPI
value Related layer 3 or management entity

0 Call control procedures
1 Packet mode communication conforming to Q.931

16 Packet mode communication conforming to X.25 layer 3
63 Layer 2 Management procedures

Others Reserved for future standardization
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3.3.1 Terminal Endpoint Identifier.

It is possible for a single Terminal Equipment (TE) to be assigned more than one
TEl for point-to-point data link connections. This might be the case for a terminal
concentrator. TEl assignment occurs either automatically when the equipment first
connects to the user-network interface, or manual by the user. In the latter case,
care must be taken that multiple equipment attached to the same interface do not
have the same TEL The advantage of automatic procedure is that it allows the user
to change, add, or delete equipment at will without prior notification to the network
administration. The TEl allows 128 values and is represented by bits 2 to 8 of the
second octet of the address field.

A special TEl value is the broadcast TEl, it value is 127 (aliT). The broadcast TEl
is assigned to the broadcast data link connection, which is always capable of
unacknowledged transfer.

Table 3.4: TEl definitions.

TEl
value User type

0-63 Non-automatic TEl assignment user equipment
64-126 Automatic TEl assignment user equipment

127 Broadcast TEl
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Figure 3.3: Relationship between SAPI, TEl, and DLCI.
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3.4 Modes of operation.

Two types of operation of the data link layer are defined for layer 3 information
transfer: unacknowledged and acknowledged. At one time the two types of operation
may coexist on one D-channel.

3.4.1 Unacknowledged operation.

The layer 3 information is transmitted in Unnumbered Information (UI) frames. At
the data link layer the UI frames are not acknowledge. If transmission or frame
errors are detected, no error recovery is defmed. Flow control mechanism are not
defined.
Unacknowledged operation is applicable for point-to-point and broadcast information
transfer, this mode of operation is used for transferring signaling information.

3.4.2 Acknowledged operation.

With these type of operation the layer 3 information is acknowledged at the data
link layer.
Error recovery procedures based on retransmission of unacknowledged frames are
specified. Unrecoverable errors are reported to the management entity and the data
link connection will be discarded. Flow control is defined.
Acknowledged operation is applicable for point-to-point information transfer.
One form of acknowledged operation is defined, 'multiple frame operation'.
Layer 3 information is sent in Information (I) frames. A number of I frames may be
outstanding at the same time. The multiple frame operation is initiated by using a
Set Asynchronous Balanced Mode Extension (SABME) command.

3.5 Data link states.

A point-to-point data link entity may be in one of three basic states, these are:
-TEl_UNASSIGNED state. In this state no TEl has been assigned. No Layer 3
information transfer is possible.

-TEl_ASSIGNED state. In this state a TEl value has been assigned by means
of the TEl assign procedure. Unacknowledged information transfer is possible,
acknowledged information transfer is not possible.

-MULTIPLE FRAME ESTABLISHED state, acknowledged and
unacknowledged information transfer is possible.

LAPD has an extended set of states. These will be explained in section 3.8.A
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The broadcast data link entity is always in an information transfer state, capable of
only unacknowledged information transfer. This is TEl_ASSIGNED state.

3.6 TEl assign procedure.

The initiation of TEl assignment is triggered by one of two events. First, if the
equipment is connected to the user-network interface, and the user attempts either
unacknowledged data transfer or the establishment of a logical connection, the
LAPD entity suspends action on request until a TEl assignment takes place. Or,
second, the user side layer management entity may initiate the TEl assignment
procedure for its own reasons. In either case the user LAPD entity transmits an VI
frame with a SAPI of 63 and a TEl of 127, and an information field that contains
two subfields: message type and reference number. The message type is identity
request. The reference number is a random number used to differentiate among a
number of simultaneous identity requests by different user equipment. If the network
side is able to assign an unused TEl value in the range of 64 to 126, then it responds
with an VI frame with SAPI 63 and a TEl of 127, and an information field that
contains three subfields: message type, reference number, and action indicator. The
reference number is the same as the value received from the user, the message type
is 'identity assigned', and the action indicator is the assigned TEl value. If the
network is unable to assign a TEl, it returns a VI frame with message type 'identity
denied'.
In addition to automatic TEl assignment, there are procedures for checking the
value of an existing TEl assignment and removing a TEl assignment. These
procedures also make use of VI frames.

3.7 Acknowledged operation.

The acknowledged operation of LAPD consists of exchange of I-frames, S-frames,
and V-frames between a TEl and the network over the D-channel. The various
commands and responses defined for these frame types are listed in table 3.2. In
describing IAPD operation, these frame types are discussed.

3.7.1 Connection establishment.

A logical connection may be requested by either the network or the subscriber by
transmitting a Set Asynchronous Balanced Mode Extension (SABME) command.
Generally, this will be in response to a request from a layer 3 entity.
The SABME frame contains the TEl and the SAPI of the layer 3 entity to which
connection is requested. The peer LAPD entity receives the SABME frame and
passes up a connection request indication to the layer 3 entity. If the layer 3 entity
responds with an acceptance of connection, then he LAPD entity transmits a
Unnumbered Acknowledge (VA) frame back to the network side.
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When the A is received, signifying acceptance, the LAPD entity passes a
confirmation up to the requesting user. If the destination user rejects the connection
request, the LAPD entity returns a DM frame, and the receiving LAPD entity
informs its user of the rejection.

3.7.2 Data Transfer.

When an acknowledged operation is established, both sides may begin to send 1
frames. The sequence numbers all set to O. The N(S) and N(R) fields in the I-frame
are the sequence numbers that support flow control and error control. A LAP entity
sending a sequence of I-frames will number them sequentially, modulo 128, and
place the sequence number in N(S). N(R) is the piggybacked acknowledgment for
I-frames received, it indicates which number I-frame it expects to receive next.
The S-frames are also used for flow control and error control. Sliding-window flow
control and go-back-N error control are used. The Receive Ready (RR) frame is
used to acknowledge the last I-frame received by indicating the next I-frame
expected. The RR is used when there is no return traffic to carry a piggybacked
acknowledgment. Receiver Not Ready (RNR) acknowledges an I-frame, as with RR,
but also asks the peer entity to suspend transmission of I-frames. When the entity
that issued the RNR is again ready, it sends a RR-frame. The reject (RID) frame
initiates the go-back-N. It indicates that the last I-frame received has been rejected
and that retransmission of all I-frames beginning with number N(R) is required.

3.7.3 Disconnect.

Either LAPD entity can initiate a disconnect, either on its own initiative if there is
some sort of fault, or at the request of its layer 3 user. The LAPD entity issues a
disconnect on a particular logical connection by sending a DISC frame to the peer
entity on the connection. The remote entity must accept the disconnect by replying
with a VA and informing its layer 3 user that the connection has been terminated.
Any outstanding unacknowledged I-frame may be lost and their recovery is the
responsibility of higher layers.
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3.7.4 Miscellaneous functions.

The reject (FRMR) frame is used to indicate that an improper frame has arrived.
This is when one or more of the following conditions have occurred:

-Reception of an control field that is undefined or not implemented.

-Reception of a S-frame or U-frame with incorrect length.

-Reception of an invalid N(R).

-Receiption of an I-frame with an information field that exceeds the maximum
established length.

The effect of the FRMR frame is to abort the connection. Upon reception of a
FRMR frame, the receiving entity may try to reestablish the connection.

The exchange identification (XID) frame is used for two stations to exchange
information relating to connection management. When a peer entity receives an XID
command, it responds with an XID response.
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3.8 LAPD parameters.

There are a number of parameters associated with LAPD operation. Each parameter
is assigned a default value in the standard, but provisions are made for the
negotiation of other values. The parameters are:

Table 3.5: LAPD parameters.

Para- Def.
meter Value

T200 1 sec.

T201 =T200

T202 2 sec.

T203 10 sec

N200 3

N201 260

N202 3

k
1
3
7

Definition

Time for waiting for an ackn. to a
frame before initiating recovery.

Min time between Tei identity check
messages.

Min time between Tei identity request
messages.

Max time with no frame exchange.

Max number of retransmission of a frame.

Max length of information field (bytes).

Max number of retransmissions of TEl
identity.

Max number of outstanding I-frames:
-16 kbps packet data.
-16 kbps signaling data.
-64 kbps.

3.9 Layer-to-Iayer communic21tion.

Communication between layers and between the data link layer and the layer
management are accomplished by means of primitives.
Primitives consists of commands and their respective responses associated with the
services requested of the lower layer.
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The general syntax of a primitive is:

xx - Generic Name - Type - Parameters

where XX ident.ifies the interface across which the primitive flows, for layer 2 is XX:

- DL for communication between layer 3 and layer 2.

- PH for communication between layer 2 and layer 1.

- MDL for communication between layer 2 and management.

- MPH for communication between management and layer 1.

The generic name specifies the activity that should be performed.
The following generic names are defined:

- DL-ESTABLISH primitives are used for multiple frame operation.

- DL-RELEASE primitives are used for terminating a previously established
multiple frame operation and for reporting an unsuccessful attempt.

- DL-DATA primitives are used to transmit layer 3 messages using acknowledged
information transfer.

- DL-UNIT-DATA primitives are used to transmit layer 3 messages using
unacknowledged information transfer.

- MDL-ASSIGN is used by data link layer towards management that a TEl value
is required, and management toward data link layer that a requested TEl value
is present.

- MDL-REMOVE are used to remove an assigned TEl value form a specified
data link connection.

- MDL-ERROR primitives are used to indicated the management that an error
has occurred. The management uses this primitive to indicate that no requested
TEl value can be obtained.

- MDL-UNIT-DATA primitive are used to transmit/receive management messages
using unacknowledged information transfer.

- MDL-XID primitives are used for the exchange identification procedure.

- PH·DATA primitives are used to transport frames to and from physical layer.
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- PH-ACTIVATE are used to request or indicate activation of physical layer.

- PH-DEACTIVATE are used to indicate the deactivation of physical layer.

- MPH-DEACTIVATE are used to indicate the activation of physical layer.

- MPH-DEACTIVATE are used to indicate the deactivation of physical layer.

- MDH-INFORMATION primitive is used to indicate whether a terminal is
connected or disconnected.

The primitive types defined are:

- REQUEST type is used when a higher layer or layer management is requesting
a service form the lower layer.

- INDICATION type is used by a layer providing a service to inform the higher
layer or layer management.

- RESPONSE type is used by layer management as consequence of the
INDICATION type.

- C<?NFIRM type is used by the layer to confirm the completion of a requested
servIce.

All primitives are listed in table 3.6.

CONFIRM REQUEST INDICATION RESPONSE

peer-to-peer
Layer 2f-----------~ Layer 2

protocol

Figure 3.4: Primitive action sequence.
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able 3.6: Primitives associated with data link layer.

Generic Type Parameters
Name

Request Indicat Response Confirm Message Message unit
unit content

L3 <-> L2

DL ESTABLISH X X - X --

DL RELEASE X X - X --

DL DATA X X - - X Layer 3
- peer-to-peer msg

DL UNIT DATA X X - - X Layer 3
- - peer-to-peer msg

M <-> L2

MDL ASSIGN X X - - X TEl value-

MDL REMOVE X - - - X TEl value-

MDL ERROR - X X - X Reason for error
-

MDL UNIT DATA X X = - X Management
- - peer-to-peer msg

MDL XID X X X X X Connection info
-

L2 <-> Ll

PH DATA X X - - X Data link layer
- peer-to-peer msg

PH ACTIVATE X X - - --

PH DEACTIVATE - X - - --

M <-> Ll

MPH ACTIVATE - X - - --

MPH DEACTIV X X - - --

MPH INFO - X - - X connected/disconn-
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3.10 LAPD states.

The point-to point procedures of LAPD are based on an expansion of the three
basic states defined in section 3.5 to the following eight states:

State 1 TEl UNASSIGNED

State 2 ASSIGN AWAITING TEl- -
State 3 ESTABLISH AWAITING TEl- -
State 4 TEl ASSIGNED

State 5 AWAITING ESTABLISHMENT-
State 6 AWAITING RELEASE-
State 7 MULTIPLE FRAME ESTABLISHMENT- -
State 8 TIMER RECOVERY

The states are shown in figure 3.5.
All data link layer entities are initiated in the TEl UNASSIGNED state, and will
interact with the layer management in order to request a TEl value. TEl assignment
initiated by a MDL UNIT DATA REQUEST will cause the data link layer entity
to move to the TErASSIGN state-via the ASSIGN AWAITING TEl state.
Initiation by an DL-ESTABUSHMENT REQUEST will cause a-transition to the
AWAITING ESTABUSHMENTstateviatheRc;TABUSH AWAITING TEl state.- - -
Direct TEl assignment will cause an immediate transition to the TEl ASSIGN state.
In state 4-8, UNIT DATA REQUEST can be directly serviced by the data link layer
entity. The receipt of an ESTABLISH REQUEST in the TEl ASSIGN state will
cause the initiation of the establishment procedures and the transition to the
AWAITING ESTABUSHMENT state.
Completion of the LAPD establishment procedures takes the data link layer entity
into the MULTIPLE FRAME ESTABUSHED state.
Peer initiated establishment cause a direct transition from the TEl ASSIGNED state
to the MULTIPLE FRAME ESTABUSHED state. In this state, acknowledged data
transfer requests can be serViced directly subject to restrictions of the procedures.
Expiry of the timer 1'200, which is used in both the flow control and data transfer
aspects of the data link layer entity's procedures initiates the transition the
TIMER RECOVERY state.
Completion of the timer recovery procedures will return the data link layer entity to
the MULTIPLE FRAME ESTABLISHED state.- -
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In state 7 and 8 there are a number of substates which represent the following
conditions:

-peer receiver busy
-reject exception
-own receiver busy

A peer initiated LAPD release will take the data link layer entity directly into the
TEl ASSIGNED state, while a RELEASE REQUEST will be via the
AWAITING RELEASE state. TEl removal Win cause a transition to the
TEl UNASSIGNED state.

This overview is incomplete, the complete overview can be found in recommendation
Q.921 (SDL representation).
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4 Hardware description.
In this chapter the hardware components of the ISDN terminal board will be
discussed from a programmers view.
The ISDN terminal board has the following hardware components, see figure 4.1:

-Micro processor block.
-Memory block.
-Digital subscriber controller (DSC).
-Intergrated data protocol handler (IDPC).
-Parallel port.
-Serial port.

I PC I

PARALLEL
PORT

80186/ MEMORY
82258

( I I

SERIAL ~ IOPC IOPC
PORT

I I OSC

I
"5"

Figure 4.1: Block diagram ISDN terminal board.

The DSC can be connected to the ISDN'S' reference point. The DSC breaks out
the 192 kbps bit stream into the Band D channels. The B channels are routed to
the IDPCs or to the audio processor of the DSC. This audio processor interfaces a
telephone handset to one of the B channels. The D channel is partially processed
by the DSC and routed to the microprocessor block for further processing.
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The microprocessor in the system is an 80186 microprocessor. The system contains
an 82258 Advanced DMA Coprocessor, which is used to empty and fill the FIFO's
of the two IDPC's under DMA control. Because there are two processors in the
system (80186 and 82258), the system contains an 8288 bus controller.
The 80186 and the 82258 share the local bus. The other devices are connected to
the system bus, which is separated from the local bus by transceivers and latches.
Besides the DSC and the two IDPC's, the system further consists of an 8259A-2
Programmable Interrupt Controller and two 82C55A-2 Programmable Peripheral
Interfaces; one for communicating with the PC and one for monitoring program
flow.
The memory of the system consists of 256K bytes of ROM and 512K bytes of
dynamic RAM, which is controlled by an 8207 Dynamic RAM Controller.
A detailed schematic diagram of the ISDN Terminal Board can be found in ref. [18].

The hardware on the ISDN terminal board will perform the layerl protocol and
partially layer 2, such as frame check sequence. The software on the terminal board
performs the layer 2 and layer 3 protocols. The layer 4 and higher will be performed
on the personal computer.

4.1 The 80186 microprocessor.

The 80186 processor is a very high integrated microprocessor. The 80186 combines
the following features

-Enhanced 8086-2 CPU
-Clock Generator
-2 independent, high speed DMA Channels
-Programmable interrupt controller
-3 Programmable 16 bit timers
-Programmable memory and peripheral chip select logic
-Programmable wait state generator
-Local bus controller

In the ISDN terminal board not all features are used.
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The block diagram of the 80186 is given in figure 4.2
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Figure 4.2: 80186 block diagram.

For programming the 80186 the following blocks are important:
Interrupt controller
Timer
DMA channels

Because the use of an extern interrupt controller (8259A-2) connected to INTI input
and INTI output pins, the interrupt controller of the 82186 has to be programmed
for cascade mode interrupt connection. This is done by setting the cascade bit (bitS)
of the INTI Control register to one. The priority can be set to any value (0-7).
The interrupt table in memory also has to be programmed.

In order to provide the necessary timers for the program for LAPD, see section 3.7
the TIMER2 has to be programmed to generate an interrupt every 25 msec. This
is done by loading the MAX COUNT register with a value and load the
mode/control register. The register has to be encoded as run continuously, only
count register A, no extern counting signal, enable interrupt.

The DMA channels have to be programmed to be used for the communication
between the ISDN terminal board and the connected personal computer.
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The dma can be programmed by writing the Command Block which has the
following format.

Table 4.1: DMA control block format.

Register address
Register name Ch.O Ch.l

Control word CA DA
Transfer Cont C8 D8
Destination pointer (upper 4 bits) C6 D6
Destination pointer C4 D4
Source pointer (upper 4 bits) C2 D2
Source pointer CO DO

The destination and source pointers are 20 bits long. The DMA channel control
register determines the mode of operation, it specifies:

-Mode of synchronization.
-Whether bytes or words are transferred.
-Whether interrupt is generated after last transfer.
-Whether the DMA will stop after a number of cycles.
-Priority of channel.
-Whether the pointer will be incremented or decremented after transfer.
-Whether pointers are 10 or memory pointers.

4.2 Advanced DMA coprocessor (82258).

The 82258 provides the system with the necessary four DMA channels, the
programming is different from the programming of the DMA channels of the 80186
processor.
For each channel a command pointer points to the command block in memory,
which has the following format.
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on
chip

in
memory

Command pointer
23 0

/ I,

15 Command type 0

Source pointer

-0- I
Destination pointer

-0- I
Byte count

-0- I
Channel status

Figure 4.3: DMA command block.

After getting a start command from the CPU the 82258 starts loading the command
block into its registers and starts the DMA In the case of the ISDN terminal board
only the short command block is used. Further the burst and delay registers of the
DMA controller have to be programmed. The burst register contains a value which
reflects the maximum number of DMA transfers before giving the buscontrol back
to the microprocessor. The delay register value reflects the delay time before
requesting a new DMA burst.

4.3 Programmable interrupt controller (8259A-2).

In table 4.2 an overview is given of the interrupt sources connected to the 8259A
The programming of the different interrupt bytes is also given.
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Table 4.2 Interrupt sources connected to the 8259A

Interrupt Source Vector Vector byte

IRO IOPC1 24 Ox18
IR1 USART of IOPC1 25 Ox19
IR2 IOPC2 26 Ox1A
IR3 OSC 27 Ox1B
IR4 EOO3 (End of OMA) 28 Ox1C
IR5 EOO2 29 Ox10
IR6 EOO1 30 Ox1E
IR7 EOOO 31 Ox1F

4.4 Digital subscriber controller.

The AMD M79C30A Digital Subscriber Controller (DSC) provide the Terminal
Equipment access to the ISDN. The DSC is compatible with the CCITI I-series
recommendations at the'S' reference point. It makes it possible to design TEs,
working with the ISDN standards.

The DCS provides a 192 kbps duplex connection between the subscriber and the
NT over a 4-wires connection. The bit stream is separated in three channels, two
64 kbps B channels ,one 16 kbps D channel, and 48 kbps synchronization bits. The
B channels are routed to the multiplexer sections of the DSC, which can route the
B channel to the main audio processor, microprocessor interface, or serial bus. The
D channel is partially processed by the DSC, and routed to the microprocessor for
further processing.

The DSC can be used for voice telephony and or data terminal.

The DSC can be divided into the following functional blocks, see figure 4.4:
-UU Line Interface Unit
-MUX -Multiplexer
-MAP -Main Audio Processor
-DLC -Data Link Controller
-MPI -Microprocessor Interface
-OSC =Oscillator and Timing Circuitry

The functions of the different blocks are discussed in the following sections.
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Figure 4.4: DSC block diagram.

4.4.1 Line Interface Unit (LIU).

The line interface unit (UU) connects the DSC to the four wire the S-interface. The
LIU consists of a receiver section and a transmit section.
The LIU performs the demultiplexing of incoming B, D and E channels, The B
channels are passed to the multiplexer (MUX) and the D and E channels to the
data link controller (DLC). The LIU also performs the multiplexing of outgoing
channels in the 192 kbps stream and adding the synchronization bits.

The LIU has a number of registers to program and control the UU, the most
important ones are LSR (Status), LPR (Priority), LMR1 and LMR2 (Mode).

LIU status register.

The UU status register (LSR) indicates the state of the physical layer, see section
2.2.1. It also indicates if there has been a change in state and which change.
The hookswitch state can also be read from the LSR.

LIU priority register.

The LPR is a read/write register used for the access procedure of the D-channel.
The LPR can be programmed by the microprocessor to operate according the CCITI
I-series recommendations for each layer 2 frame that has to be send. There are 16
different levels of priority numbered from 0 to 16. Priority class 0 corresponds to
counting 8 ones on the echo channel, priority 1 to 10 ones, etc, before starting the
transmission.
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LID mode register.

The line interface unit has two mode registers (LMRI and LMR2) to control the line
interface. Mode register 1 is used to enable/disable the transmission of the B
channels. It also controls the activation and deactivation procedures, see section
2.2.1..

The F (Framing) and FA (Auxiliary Framing) should be enabled during the
activation procedure so that the DSC can respond with INFO 3. Because these bits
are enabled during reset, the DSC is ready for activation as soon as the power up
is achieved.

Bit 4 is used to transfer the signals 'PH-AR' and 'Expiry of Timer' from the
microprocessor. (CCITT 1-430 recommendation) This bit must be set until the UU
is in state F3, F6 or F7 and the receiver is enabled for a minimum of 250 msec.

Bit 6 is used to disable the receiver when the TE does not require access to the'S'
interface signals. If it wants to receive activation signals for the'S' interface, the
receiver must be enabled.

The second UU node register (LMR2) is used for the different loopbacks and to
enable/disable several change of states interrupts. The loopback functions are
normally not used. The state change interrupts should all be enabled, because it
affects the working of the LAPD.

4.4.3 Multiplexer.

The multiplexer can connect the Line Interface Unit (LUI), the Main Audio
Processor (MAP), the Microprocessor Interface (MPI), and the Serial Port (SP).

The multiplexer can connect full duplex 64 kbps B-channels from eight different
sources. The logical channels present at the MUX are the following:
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Table 4.3: Channel definition

From/to channels serial port

Table 4.4: Coding channels

Code Channel

0000 No connection
0001 B1
0010 B2
0011 Ba
0100 Bb
0101 Bc
0110 Bd
0111 Be
1000 Bf

LIU
MAP
MPI
SP

B1, B2
Ba
Bb, Bc
Be, Bf

MAP
Ba

Bd Be

MIP

Bf

B1

B2

D

E

LIU

Figure 4.5: MUX connections.

The MUX can support three bi-directional paths at a time. It selectively routes any
of three B-channel ports to any other B-channel ports, including loopback of
channels, depending on the control bits in the MUX control register (MCRl to
MCR3).
The programming of the connections goes as followed: The code of the first port is
represented by the bits 7 to 4, and the second port by bit 3 to 0, in one of the MCR
registers. The coding of the channels is given in table 4.4.

Table 4.5: Example of MUX programming.

Register Port1/Port2 Connection

MCR1 0001 0100 B1 <----> Bb
MCR2 0010 0011 B2 <----> Ba
MCR3 0000 0000 No connection
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It is possible to loopback a port by programming one of the MCR register. An
example MCRI = 0001 0001, this a loopback of channel Bl.
Further has MCR3 the highest priority, followed by MCRl, and MCRI has the
lowest priority. A higher priority register will overwrite a register with lower priority
if the same channel is connected to two different channels.

The multiplexer has an other control register MCR4 which masks the interrupt
generation of the Bb and Bc channels (MPI). Because the B channels are routed
to the serial port this mode register (MCR4) should be programmed to zero.

4.4.4 Main audio processor.

The main audio processor performs the digital-analog (DAC) and analog-digital
(ADC) conversions of audio signals. The codec and fIlter functions are implemented
using digital processing techniques. The analog interfaces of the MAP provide for
a handset earpiece, a handset mouthpiece, a microphone, and a loudspeaker.

The main audio processor has the following features:

-Multi-Tone generation:
This generator can be used to generate a signal consisting of one or two
tones, of which the frequency and the amplitude can be programmed.
The tone can be injected in the receive path or into the transmit path or
the side tone path (loudspeaker). These tone can be used for ringing
tones, dial tones, busy signals, ringback tones or other call progress tones.

-Attenuation Distortion Correction Filters:
There is one fIlter in the receive path and one in the transmit path. They
can be programmed to modify the frequency characteristics of the transmit
or receive signals.

-Gain Adjustment Filter:
There is one filter in the transmit path and two in the receive path, they
give a wide range of gain control for both paths.

The MAP has two mode register to control all parts of the MAP, in appendix A the
function description is discussed. The different gain coefficients of the fIlters are
held in different registers, see appendix B.
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4.4.5 Data link controller.

The Data Link Controller is a very flexible protocol handler, it can process layer 1
and partial layer 2. This includes flag detection/generation, zero deletion/insertion,
frame check sequence processing, address recognition. All these features are under
programmers control.

Other layer 2 functions are performed by the external microprocessor, these are
sequence number checking, transmission ofacknowledgement packets, retransmission
of non-acknowledged packets.

The DLC has four mode registers, DMRI to DMR4. DMRI controls the address
recognition and the enable/disable of threshold interrupts of the transmit and receive
fifos. It also controls the transmit address register and the end of receive packet
interrupt.
The threshold interrupts should be enabled to make sure that the transmit fifo is
never empty and the receive fifo never has an overflow.
The end of packet interrupt should be enabled in order to start the processing of
the packet by the data link layer.
The transmit address register should be disabled because the transmit packets are
assembled by the microprocessor, including the address field.
The address recognition should be enabled by the data link layer, see section 3.6.
The recognition of address register 4 will always be enabled, because it checks for
the broadcast TEl.

Mode register 2 (DMR 2) is used to enable/disable the interrupts generated in the
D channel error register (DER). Only the interrupt for receive abort is enabled,
because all other error conditions are tested after a packet has been received.

Mode register 3 (DMR 3) is also used to enable/disable interrupts and to
enable/disable FCS transfer to the receive fifo. Only the end of transmit packet
interrupt is enabled, to start the setup for transmission of the next packet.

Mode register 4 (DMR 4) defines the receiver and transmitter threshold value, the
interframe fill, address recognition, enable command/response bit compare.
The receive and transmit thresholds of the fifos are both programmed for 4 bytes,
if the receive fifo or transmit fifo reaches 4 bytes an interrupt is issued to empty or
fill the fifos.
The interframe fill is the signal the DCS sends when there is no packet to send, this
has to be continuous '1' (mark idle) and not continuous flags (mark flag).
The address recognition should be programmed to only check the second address
byte (equals TEl), this is done because there are more than 4 data link connection
identifiers and the DSC can only control 4, see section 3.3.2..
The command/response compare is done by the microprocessor, so it should be
disabled in the DLC.
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The DLC has also a number of status registers which indicate the status of the
transmitter and receiver, but also the status of the receive and transmit packets.
For an exact description of the registers see the AMD data sheet [ref. 13].

4.4.6 Microprocessor interface.

The DSC can be connected to any general purpose microprocessor via the MPI.
The MPI is an interrupt driven interface containing all the circuitry necessary for
access of the internal registers.
The following register can be accessed directly:

Table 4.6: Direct accessible registers.

Register Mnemonic A2 Al AO

Command Register CR 0 0 0
Interrupt Register IR 0 0 0
Data Register DR 0 0 1
D-channel status Register 1 DSRl 0 1 0
D-channel status Register 2 DSR2 1 1 1
D-channel Error Register (2 byte FIFO) DER 0 1 1
D-channel Transmit buffer (8 byte FIFO) DCTB 1 0 0
D-channel Receive buffer (8 byte FIFO) DCRB 1 0 0
Bb Transmit Buffer BBTB 1 0 1
Bc Transmit Buffer BCTB 1 1 0
Bb Receive Buffer BBRB 1 0 1
Bc Receive Buffer BCRB 1 1 0

To read from or write to an indirect register a command is first written to the
Command Register (CR). Depending on the command, one or more data byte(s)
is then transferred to or from the selected register(s).
The Command Register is divided in a three bit destination field (bits 7-5) and a 5
bit operational code field(Bits 4-0).

Bit 7

Y2

6

Yl

5

YO

4

Z4

3

Z3

2

Z2

1

Zl

o

ZO

dest. field operational field

Figure 4.6: Command register definition.

The definition of the access code for all registers can be found in appendix B.
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4.4.7 Programming the DSC.

In order to make the programming of the DSC less complex a buffer (struct
DSCRAM)is created in memory space to hold all necessary parameter to program
the DSC.

After reset the DSC is in idle mode, there is no line activity. First the private RAM
of the DSC is initiated, after this the DLC and the MAP are initiated. The Mux
makes no connections. As last the LUI is initiated and line activity is initiated.
The private RAM of the DSC holds all the necessary information for proper
initiating and working of the DSC, such as addresses of packet destination, origin,
etc.

Data link controller.

In order to program the DSC correctly, we must make some choices, the following
are very important:

-Address recognition.
-Interrupt enable.
-Programming of the MUX.

Address recognition.

The number of addresses used in IAPD for a basic access is in this case 6. These
addresses are:

Table 4.7: DLel definition.

SAPl TEl USE

0 TEl S1 entity signalling via first signalling link
0 TEl S2 entity signalling via second signalling link
0 127 signalling B channels via broadcast link
16 TEl P entity packet data transfer D channel
16 127 signalling for P entity
63 127 information transfer to and from management

Because the DLC can only check for four different addresses, only the second
address byte (lEI) is checked to ignore packets which are destined for other
terminals.
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The definition of the second address byte registers (SRAR) is as followed:
-SRAR 1 : B-channel signaling
-SRAR 2 : B-channel signaling
-SRAR 3 : Packet data D-channel
-SRAR 4 : Broadcast

The low level interrupt handlers appoint the destination entity of the packet.

Interrupt enable.

To enable/disable the four mode registers DMR 1-4 need to be programmed. The
following values are used (X=don't care):

-DMR1 1 X X X 1 0 1 1

-DMR2 0000000 1

-DMR3 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0

-DMR4 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 0

This means in words:
Address recognition depending on the programming of DMR1 bits 7-4, compare
only second address.
Enable FIFO threshold interrupts, Enable 'End of receive packet interrupt'.
Enable receive abort interrupt.
Enable 'End of transmit packet' interrupt.
Receiver threshold is 4 bytes and transmit threshold is 2 bytes. There is no
Command/Response bit compare.

4.4.7 Low level interrupt handler.

The low level interrupt handler of the DSC first reads the interrupt register (IR). It
check every bit to determine the cause(s) of the interrupt. In pseudo-pascal it goes
like this:
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ir = read(Interrupt Register)

if (IR bit 0) then /* transmit threshold */
while(data available and buffer not full (DSR2 bit 4»

write(data in buffer)

if (IR bit 1) then
while(data in buffer (DSR2 bit 1»

read (buffer)

if (IR bit 2) then
cause=read( DSR1)
if(DSR1 bit 1) /* end of receive packet */

empty (buffer)
check for errors(read DER)
analyze packet
send layer 2 LAPD
setup for new packet

if(DSR1 bit 6) then /* end of transmit packet */
setup for new transmission

if (IR bit 5) then
LIU interrupt

The other interrupt are not used.
The low level drivers supplied by AMD (advanced micro devices) were used as
example for the developed low level drivers. But because the use of an other
operating system the AMD drivers could not be used dirctly. The definition of the
register are used from the AMD drivers. The bit definition of the registers are also
used as well as the default values for registers. These defInitions and default values
can be found in the fIles 'dsc.h' and 'dscmacro.h'.
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4.5 Integrated data protocol controller.

The IDPC is a bit oriented data protocol controller consisting of four blocks, see
figure 4.7. These blocks are:

-Microprocessor Interface (MPI)
-Data Link Controller (DLC)
-Universal Synchronous/Asynchronous Receiver/Transmitter (USART)
-Dual Port Memory Controller (DPMC)

32 byte
ireceiver:MPI rec fifo serial

= bus

:transmitter~
port

16 byte control
xmit fifo

DATA LINK CONTROLLER (DLC)

rec fifo I . I
Irecel.verl

usart
: transmtter~xmit fifo

I baud rate generator :

USART

DUAL PORT
MEMORY

CONTROLLER

Figure 4.7: IDPC block diagram.

The Data Link Controller DLC is the heart of the IDPC, responsible for the
processing of bit oriented protocols such SDLC, LAPD, and LAPB (X.25).
The USART is a super-set of a 8250 USART, it is totally independent of the rest of
the IDPC, it is very useful as terminal adaptor devices to connecting data terminals.
The Dual Port Memory Controller is used to share memory between the host
processor and the communication processor. In our case it is not used.
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4.5.1 Microprocessor interface.

The MPI consists of a number of direct accessible registers, given in table 4.8.

Table 4.8: IDPC registers.

Offset
(Hex)

00
01
02
04
06
08
OA
OB
OC
OE
OF
10
11
12
14
15
16
18
19
1A
1B
1C
10

1E-1F

Register name

Command/Control reg.
Address Control reg.
Link Address Rec. reg. 0
Link Address Rec. reg. 1
Link Address Rec. reg. 2
Link Address Rec. reg. 3
Serial Bus Port Control reg.
Min. Receive Packet Size reg.
Max. Receive Packet Size reg.
Interrupt Source Enable reg.
Receive Frame interrupt Enable reg.
Receive Link Interrupt Enable reg.
FIFO Status Interrupt Enable reg.
Transmit Byte Count reg.
FIFO threshold reg.
Interrupt Source reg.
Receive Byte Count reg.
Receive Frame Status reg.
Receive Link Status reg.
FIFO Status reg.
Receive FIFO Data reg.
Transmit FIFO Data reg.
Residual Bit Control Status reg.
Reserved

size
(Byte)

1
1
2
2
2
2
1
1
2
1
1
1
1
2
1
1
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
2

4.5.2 Data link controller.

The DLC part of the IDPC provides a full-duplex interface between the Serial Bus
Port (SBP) and the internal parallel bus of the IDPC.
The DLC handles bit oriented protocols such as HDLC, lAPD and lAPB (X25).
Dedicated hardware modules perform bit-level operations on the incoming data,
such as:
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-zero-bit deletion
-mark-idle detection
-flag/abort detection
-CRC checking
-address recognition

The operation of the DLC is roughly the same as the operation of the DSC DLC
described in section 4.4. There are a few small differences.

The DLC can perform the following modes of operation:
-Address recognition
-DMA operation
-Non DMA operation (interrupt/polled)
-Receive packet status processing

For the ISDN terminal board only the DMA operation is of interest.

4.5.3 USART.

The usart is totally independent of the IDPC and has the following registers.

Table 4.9: Usart registers.

Offset Registername

20 Receive fifo register
Transmit fifo register
Baud rate divisor LSB

21 Interrupt enable register
Baud rate divisor MSB

22 Interrupt identification register
23 Line control register
24 Modem control register
25 Line status register
26 Control register
27 Modem status register
28 status register
29 Special character bit map address register
2A Special character bit map control register

The first two registers have a double function, in normal operation it depends on
the read or write commando which fifo is selected. When read this is the receive
fifo, when written the transmit fifo. The baud rate divisor registers are indirect
registers, there are selected by writing the DLAB bit in the command register.
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5 Software description.
5.1 Operation system.

Because lAPD is defined as a state machine, see section 3.8, it was necessary to
create an operating system witch would support the characteristics of such a state
machine.
lAPD is based on the idea that the link is always in a defined state and that that the
reception of an packet or a request/indication for layer 3 or a request/response
from the layer management can cause a transition to an other state. Depending on
the state different actions have to be taken in response to the stimulus.

The operating system LEX (ref. [19]) could support the lAPD program but it would
be very complex and there is the problem of a great number of interrupts (hardware
and software), which can cause problems with synchronization and flow of the
program and the critical sections.

The operating system which is developed is based on the following considerations:
-Fast interrupt handling.
-Small number of interrupts (no software interrupts).
-Large number of processes.
.Priority per process.

Because the stimulus of processes are a limited number of possibilities, it was
apparent to define the stimulus as a message with a name (one of the possibilities)
called 'nucleo'. The message has a destination (process) and an origination (process)
which are also included in the message. A number of parameters are also include in
a message.

The next step was where to leave the messages, the solution was a queue. Because
of the different priorities of processes there had to be a queue for each priority with
a first come first served discipline.

The different messages (nucleo) ask for different actions, for each nucleo another
action. To implement this in the operating system the different nucleo are arranged
in a table with for each nucleo a pointer to a procedure. This procedure contains
the action to be performed when the message contains the associated nucleo.
Because each state asks different actions on a specific nucleo, a different table has
to be created for each state.

The definition of a process follows automatically from the previous definitions for
messages and tables. A process has to have a name, it is in a certain state, i.d. it
points to a certain table. It also has a priority. Further a process needs a number
of parameters to specify the state exactly. The processes are created during
compiling, so there is no possibility to created or destroy a process during run time.
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The elements of the operating system are now defined and are shown in figure 5.1.

PROCES

NAME

PRIORITY

STATE

SUBSTATE

PARAM 1-

PARAM 2-

PARAM 3-

PARAM 4-

PARAM 5-

PARAM 6-

PARAM 7-

MESSAGE

NUCLEO

DESTINATION

ORIGIN

PARAM 1-
PARAM 2-
PARAM 3-
PARAM 4-
PARAM 5-

Figure 5.1: Process and message definition.

The field 'SUBSTATE' can be seen as an extra parameter, used for LAPD.

The central part of the operating system is the so called 'dispatcher', which
distributes the messages over the different processes. The dispatcher checks for
messages, if one is found it reads the destination (process). Now it makes the process
active by assigning a pointer to the destination pointer. If the process is 'BLOCKED'
(not able to continue) the message is ignored, if the process is 'RUNNING' (able to
continue) the dispatcher reads the table with all possible messages one by one. If a
match occurs the dispatcher starts the procedure belonging to the message. After the
procedure has been carried out the dispatcher starts looking for the next message in
the queues. When a process is waiting for a condition but other messages are
available it is necessary to put the outstanding messages for this process back in the
queue. This has to be done by the process itself.

\The low level drivers are used to process the hardware interrupts. If an interrupt is
lissued the low level drivers analyze the cause and if necessary report this to one or
Imore processes by sending a message.
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The operating system principle is shown in figure 5.2.

hardware

INT INT

MSG

process 3

MSG

interrupt

MSG

MSG

Figure 5.2 : Operating system.

A process in rest is always in a certain defined state. A message can cause a
transition from one state to an other state.

In the next paragraphs the operating system is described in detail, the programming
language used for programming is 'C'. The used C-compiler is 'Turbo-C' version 2.0
and the micro soft C-compiler version 5.0. The memory model used is the medium
form. The test versions use the code generation for the 8088/8086 processors. The
optimalization is speed.

5.5.1 Type definitions.

The following type definitions are used in the operating system:

typedef unsigned char
typedef unsigned int
typedef unsigned IQng
typedef unsigned char

byte;
wQrd;
dWQrd;
far *address;

Other names are defined such as:

define MAXPRIO
define MAXPROC
define MAXMSG

2
11
40

/* maximum priQrities Qf proces */
/* number Qf defined prQcesses */
/* maximum number Qf messages in queue */
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define BLOCKED
define RUNNING

o
1
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/* prQcess is unable tQ cQntinue */
/* prQcess is able tQ cQntinue */

There are more names defined, but they are of no interest for the operating system
at this time.

There is a structure in the program used for defining parameters, it can contain a
byte, a word, a pointer to a byte, or a pointer to a word. The structure is the 'union
scratch':

uniQn scratch
{

unsigned char
unsigned int
unsigned char
unsigned int

}

5.1.2 Processes.

byte;
wQrd;
*pbyte;
*pwQrd;

The process descriptors are arranged in an array called 'Process[J' and is
MAXPROCESS long, see figure 5.3. A proces descriptor has the following fields:

·PubicState: this field indicates the global state of a process, there are two
possibilities:

-RUNNING, the process has all necessary parameters to
continue its program.
-BWCKED, the process is not capable to continue.

-Priority: this field gives the priority class of the process, priority 0 is the
highest.

-State: Pointer to state in which the process is.

-Substate: Substate indicator.

-MessageAct: Message active at one time.

-Data 1-7: Data used for a special process.
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The description in 'C':

struct process
{

byte
byte
struct state far
byte
struct message
union scratch
union scratch
union scratch
union scratch
union scratch
union scratch
union scratch

};

Pub/Stat;
Priority;
·State;
Substate;
MessageAct;
Datal;
Data2;
Data3;
Data4;
Data5;
Data6;
Data7;

PROCESS 0

PUBLSTAT

PRIORIT

STATE

SUBSTATE

MESSAGE ACT-

DATA 1-

PROCES 1 PROCES MAXPROC-l
-

PUBLSTAT

PRIORIT
-

STATE

SUBSTATE

MESSAGE ACT-
DATA 1--

I

'---_D_A_T_A_7_----1. [ =__-Jl....-_D_A_T_A_7 _

Figure 5.3: Proces definition.
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5.1.3 State declaration.

The pointer State points to the beginning of an array of struct state. This array
contains al possible message identifiers with the subroutine that have to be
performed, it can be of variable length.
A struct state consists of a message identifier 'nucleo' and a pointer to a subroutine,
in 'C' language:

struct state
{

word nucleo;
void (*transi)(void),'

};

The array of struct state has the following form:

State StateTable[] =
{

{ Mesl , subroutinel },
{ Mes2 , subroutine2 },
{ Mes3 , subroutine3 },
{ Mes4 , subroutine4 }

};

5.1.4 Message declaration.

A message consists of a number of fields:

-Nucleo: This is the field which indicates the operation which has to be
performed by the destination process.

-Destination: Indicates the receiving process.

-Origin: Indicates the sending process.

·Parameters :There are five parameter fields for sending parameters.
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In 'C' language:

struct message
{

word nucleo;
byte dest;
byte Drig;
union scratch param 1;
union scratch param-2,
union scratch param-3,
union scratch param-4;
union scratch param:5;

};

5.1.5 Dispatcher.

The distribution of the messages over the processes is done by the dispatcher. The
messages are put in FIFO queues by one of the processes or the low level interrupt
handlers, The fifo selected for the message is the one of the priority of the
destination process. The dispatcher checks the FIFOs for messages, starting with
the highest priority queue. If a message is present the content of the message is
copied to the struct 'message', which is the global message which has to be
processed. The process is selected by the dispatcher and a pointer is pointing to this
process. If the process is blocked the message is ignored. The dispatcher is now
checking the array of states to see which subroutine is to be processed.
After processing, the dispatcher starts looking for other messages, starting at the
highest priority queue.

The blocking of a process can be done by each process, but this should be done by
a special process (management process for layer 2 and 3 for the ISDN terminal
board) in order to keep an overview over the processes.
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dispateher()
(
byte Pri;
word AuxComp;
srruet state far °Tab/State;

Pri = 0;

whi/e(l)
(

enab/e();
If(getmsg(Pri) == PRESENT);O message present? 0;
(

dp = &Process[ProcAetJ;
if(dp->Pub/Stat /= BLOCKED)
{

Tab/State = dp->State;
whi/e( (AuxComp = (Tab/State->nuc/eo)) /= EOT)
(

if«AuxComp ==Message.nuc/eo) II (AuxComp ==DEF))
{

(°(Tab/State- >UaM))( );
updalequeue ( Pri ) ;
Pri =0; ;0 end of di.rpalcher 0;
break;

}
Tab/State + +;

}
}
else

updalequeue( Pri );
}
else

Pri = + +Pri % MAXPRJO;
}

}

5.1.6 Critical sections.

The number of critical sections are small, the only program parts that need
protection are the parts where variables are used by a program part and also by the
low level interrupt handlers. These sections are access to the functions: getbuffO,
freebuffO, newbuffO and the timer procedures.
The protection is done by disable interrupts.

The following construction is used:

flags = getflags();
_disable();

Critical section

putflags(flags);
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The procedure getflagsO is an assembly function which reads the flags of the 80186
processor and returns these to the variable 'flags'. The procedure putflags returns the
original flags to the processor. This is necessary to ensure that the interrupt is not
enabled after the critical section if it was disabled before the critical section. This is
possible when during the processing of an interrupt an other interrupt is issued.

5.2 Programming the hardware.

The programming of several hardware chips is necessary for creation of the correct
environment.
The programming of the hardware consists of three parts, the processor, the
programmable interrupt controller, and the AMD chips.

5.2.1 Processor.

In order the create the program environment it is necessary to adjust the interrupt
vector table. The vectors have to point to the right procedures. The interrupt table
of the 80186 processor is given in table 5.1. Interrupt vector 0-19 are internal
interrupts of the 80186 processor and interrupt vector 24-31 are external interrupts
issued by the PIC.
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Table 5.1: Interrupt vector table.

vector Source Subroutine

vector 0 divide error dummyret
vector 2 single step interrupt dummyret
vector 3 NMI dummyret
vector 4 breakpoint interrupt dummyret
vector 5 INTO (overflow) interrupt dummyret
vector 6 array bound exception dummyret
vector 7 unused opcode dummyret
vector 8 ESC interrupt dummyret
vector 9 timer 0 interrupt dummyret
vector 10 DMA 0 interrupt indmaO
vector 11 DMA 1 interrupt indma1
vector 12 INT 0 interrupt dummyret
vector 13 INT 1 interrupt dummyret
vector 14 INT 2 interrupt dummyret
vector 15 INT 3 interrupt dummyret
vector 16 reserved dummyret
vector 17 reserved dummyret
vector 18 timer 1 interrupt dummyret
vector 19 timer 2 interrupt tim2
vector 24 IDPC 1 interrupt idpc1
vector 25 USART interrupt usart
vector 26 IDPC 1 interrupt idpc1
vector 27 DSC interrupt dsc
vector 28 DMA 0 (82258) interrupt exdmaO
vector 29 DMA 1 (82258) interrupt exdma1
vector 30 DMA 2 (82258) interrupt exdma2
vector 31 DMA 3 (82258) interrupt exdma3

Further is there the need for a timer, to serve the timers needed by the program.
Timer 2 is used for this purpose and generates an interrupt every 25 msec.
The initiation of the timer (timer 2) is done in assembly language, which is shown
below. The variables are defined in the file 'equates.i', this file holds all the
addresses of the registers of the 80186 and the data.
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; inial timer 2
; generating interrupt every 25 ms

mov dx, ctrg 2
mov ax,d ctrg 2
out dx,aX -

mov dx,nucta 2
mov ax,d nucla 2
out dx,aX -

mov dx,mcr tmr2
mov ax,d mdct 2
out dx,aX -

; interrupt register timer 2

mov dx,icr tmr
mov ax,tmr 2 cmd
out dx,ax - -

5.2.2 Digital subscriber controller.

The digital subscriber controller (DSC) has to be initialized, this is done by the
procedure dscinitO. This procedure put the dsc in a known reset state. The private
ram area is cleared, the address recognition is disabled and cleared, the MAP is
disabled, the LUI is in state F3 (deactivated, see 2.2.1), the MUX makes no
connections and the DLC is initiated.

After the DSC is in the reset state it is necessary to program the data link controller
(DLC). The following functions are programmed:

-Maximum packet size is set to 266.
-Minimum packet size is set to 3.
-Buffer is reserved for receiver.
-Transmit threshold is set to 4.
-Receive threshold is set to 4.
-Command/Response bit compare is disabled.
-CRC passing is disabled.
-Address recognition is setup to recognize only the second address byte (TEl)
and enabled.
-End of receive packet interrupt is enabled.
-Receive threshold interrupt is enabled.
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-Transmit threshold interrupt is enabled.
-End of valid transmit packet interrupt is enabled.
-Collision and underrun interrupt are enabled.
-All other interrupts are is disabled.

Mter the DLC the line interface unit (LIU) has to be initiated and started up. This
is done by the procedure liu intO. This procedure enables F3, F7, F8, and
hookswitch interrupts. It also aSks activation from the NT by using the activation
procedure.

5.2.3 Integrated data protocol controller.

The IDPCs are initiated by the procedure idpc initO. This procedure initiates:
-Address recognition is setup and enabled. -
-Receive threshold is set to 4.
-Transmit threshold is set to 4.
-Min and Max packet size is set to 3 and 266.
-DMA receive channel is initiated.

The usart of IDPC 1 is programmed by usart initO.

5.3 Processes definition.

There are in total 11 processes defined, these are:
-Layer 2:

LAPD 81:
LAPD-82:
LAPD-P:

-Layer 3:

LAYERJ 81:
LAYERJ-82:
LAYERJ-P:

LAYERJ Bl:
LAYERJ-B2:

Signalling entity Bl channel layer 2.
SignaJling entity B2 channel layer 2.
Packet-switched entity layer 2.

LAPD B1 channel.
LAPD B2 channel.

Signalling entity Bl channel layer 3.
Signalling entity B2 channel layer 3.
Packet-switched entity layer 3.

X.25 layer 3 B1 channel.
X.25 layer 3 B2 channel.
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-Others:
-MANAGEMENT: Management process.

-MONITOR: Monitor process communicating via usart to terminal.

Each proces has a pointer to the transition tables, for the layer 2 processes is this
LAPDTABL and for layer 3 processes this is an empty table.
The LAPD processes have the following definition of the parameters:

Param 1 SAPI value
Param-2 TEl value
Param-3 V(S)
Param-4 V(A)
Param-5 V(R)
Param-6 RC (retransmission counter)
Param-7 Able to establish acknowledged information transfer

All processes are initiated by the procedure inityrocO. In this process the the fields
?f the process descriptor are given the starting value. For the LAPD_P process this
IS:

Process[2j.PubIStat
Process[2j.Priorid
Process[2j.State
Process[2j.Substate
Process[2j.Datal.byte
Process[2j.Data2.byte
Process[2j.Data3. word
Process[2j.Data4.word
Process[2j.Data5. word
Process[2j.Data6. word
Process[2j.DataZbyte

5.4 Supportive functions.

=RUNNING;
= 0;
= TEl UNASSIGNED;
=0; -
= 16; j* SAPI *j
= -1; j* TEl *j
= 0; j* VS *j
=0; j* VA *j
=0; j* VR *j
= 0; j* RC *j
=ENABLE; j* Multiple frame *j

There are a number of supportive functions, the most important are:
_Allocation buffers for packets.
_Assembling packets for transmission.
_Manage queue's for transmit packets.

The size of the buffers is equal to the maximum packet size of layer 2. The total
number of buffers is MAXBUFFER. The total of buffers are assembled in an struct
called 'RAM'.
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Stmct RAM
{

byte Used[NUMBUF];
stmct Buffer[NUMBUF];

}

The array of bytes 'Used' indicates if a buffer is free or used. The allocation of a
free buffer is done by checking the array 'Used'.

The assembly of transmit packets is done by the function TXO, which makes a
packet including address field, but without FCS and flags.

The queue's containing the reference numbers of the transmit packets are divided
in an queue for unacknowledged data transfer packets and acknowledged data
transfer packets. The selection of the next packet is done by first checking all
unacknowledged data transfer packet fifo's and then checking the other fifo's. This
is according to the LAPD recommendations.

5.5 Functional description.

The interaction of the different processes and the low level interrupt handlers are
discussed in this section.

5.5.1 D-channel packet transmit.

When any of the D channel processes has a packet to transmit it puts the the
reference number of the buffer which contains the packet in the proper queue. Now
it activates the low level driver by checking if the low level driver is busy transmitting
a packet. IT no packet is being transmitted the transmission is initiated. And if the
low level driver is busy transmitting it leaves the packet in the queue and continues
other work.

The DLC begins to transmit D-channel packets as soon as the D-channel Transmit
Count Register (DTCR) is loaded by the low level handlers.
The DLC starts by counting the number of consecutive ones on the E-channel until
the number of ones defined by the liU priority mechanism is detected. After this,
an opening flag is transmitted, followed by the rest of the frame.
The low level handlers loads the D-channel data bytes in the D-channel Transmit
Buffer (DCfB). This is an 8 byte deep FIFO. The DLC issues an interrupt to the
microprocessor to request D-channel data bytes when the DCfB empties to the
programmed threshold (4 bytes). If the DCfB is empty the microprocessor has up
to 375 microseconds to respond to the D-channel transmit buffer interrupt. If the
microprocessor fails to do so, an underrun interrupt is generated.
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The DTCR is decremented each time a byte is shifted out of the DCfB. The last
byte of the packet is determined by the DTCR decrementing to zero. After
transmitting this last byte, the DLC adds the FCS and closing flag. Then the DLC
issues an 'end of transmit packet' interrupt.

The D-channel Error Register indicates that a certain error has occurred. The errors
can be programmed to cause interrupts. Errors indicated by this register are a.o:

- received packet abort
- non-integral number of bytes have been received
- collision detected
- FCS error
- DCRB overrun error
- DCfB underrun error

After receiving the 'end of transmit packet' interrupt the low level interrupt handler
activates the procedure the routine transmit doneO, which selects an new packet
to be transmitted from the transmit queues. Ifno packets are available the low level
interrupt handler waits for a process to start up transmission of a new packet.

5.5.2 D-channel packet receive.

All functions mentioned in this section are performed by the low level interrupt
handlers.
After receiving an openings flag the DLC starts checking the address bytes, if the
check of the second address byte (TEl) is a match, the bytes received bytes are put
in the receive fIfo. If the fIfo reaches its threshold (4 bytes) an 'receive threshold'
interrupt is generated. The microprocessor copies all byte present in the FIFO into
a buffer.
After the CRC and the closing flag is received the DLC generates an 'end of receive
packet' interrupt. The low level interrupt handler first empties the receive fifo and
checks the D-channel Error register for errors. If no errors have occurred it calls the
function revyacketO, which performs the demultiplexing for the second address
byte (TEl).
It directs the packet to the procedure rev broadcastO if the TEl has the value 127
(broadcast TEl). This procedure perfomlS the demultiplexing of the first address
byte (SAPI). If the SAPI is equal 0 (signaling B-channel), it calls the procedure
unnumbered_infoO for each B-channel, and if the SAPI equals 16 the procedure is
called for the management entity, and for SAPI equals 16 the procedure is called
for the packet-switched (P) entity.
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Table 5.2: Called procedures.

SAPI Called procedure(s)

0 unnumbered info(L2 Buffref,LAPD Sl)- - -
unnumbered info(L2 Buffref,LAPD S2)- - -

16 unnumbered info(L2 Buffref,LAPD P)- - -
63 unnumbered_info (L2_Buffref,MANAGEMENT)

If the TEl is not equal 127 the packet is send to the procedure rev_channelO, which
analyses the received packet. The different commands or response are send to the
layer 2 process. The information field is copied to an other buffer. After this is done
the buffer is set free.
The parameters of the different messages are defined as followed:

Param 1 N(S) or N(A)
Param-2 N(R)
Param-3 P or F bit
Param- 4 C/R bit
Param- 5 Buffer reference

5.5.3 B-channel packet transmit.

To transmit a packet via the B-channel it is enough to load the associated OMA
channel and the Transmit Byte Count Register. The OLe of the IOPC initiates the
begin of the packet automatically by making the OMA_request active.
After completing the transmission of the packet the OLe generates an 'end of
transmit packet' interrupt. The low level driver checks for transmit errors and starts
the transmission of the next packet.

5.5.4 B-channel packet receive.

When the OLe receive logic detects that a packet has been received (closing flag
detected), with no errors the valid packet received bit is set in the OLe Interrupt
Source Register. Since the interrupt was enabled, an interrupt is generated.
The low level interrupt handler reads the OLe interrupt source and determines the
source of the interrupt.
The interrupt handler send the received packet to layer 2 and setup the dma channel
for receiving the next packet. -
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5.5.5 Layer 2 processing.

After an packet has been received and analysed by the low level interrupt handlers,
a message is send to the layer 2 process. This layer 2 process will compare the
nucleo of the message with the possible messages in the table to which the pointer
'State' points. If a match is established the process will execute the procedure
attached to the message.

Example:
Take the process LAPD P, which is the packet switched entity of the D channel,
the process is in state 'TEl ASSIGNED'. The table for the 'TEl ASSIGNED'state
is as followed: - -

state TEI_ASSIGNED[] =
{

{ DL_ESTABLISH_REQUEST
{ DL_RELEASE_REQUEST
{ DL_UNIT_DATA_REQUEST
{ UI_FRAME_IN_QUEUE
{ MDL_REMOVE_REQUEST
{ PERSISTENT DEACTIVATION
{ SABME
{ DISC
{ UA
{ OM
{ UI FRAME
{ FRMR
{ RR
{ REJ
{ RNR
{ I FRAME
{ DEF

} ;

, dlestre<L4
, dlrelre<L4
, dlunitdatare<L2
, uiframe 4
, mdlerrresp 2
, mdlerrresp-2
, sabme 4 
, disc '4
, ua 4
, dm-4
, ui-4
, dummy
, dummy
, dummy
, dummy
, dummy
, error

} ,
} ,
} ,
} ,
} ,
} ,
} ,
} ,
} ,
} ,
} ,
} ,
} ,
} ,
} ,
} ,
}

The LAPD_P process receives a message containing the following elements:

Nucleo:
Dest:
Orig:
Param 1:
Param-2:
Param-3:
Param-4:

SABME
LAPDP
LAYER1
XX
XX
P/F bit
C/R bit

(XX = don't care)
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The dispatcher will execute the procedure 'sabme_40'. This procedure first checks
if the process is able to establish acknowledged data transfer, if the process is not
able the process will transmit a packet called disconnected mode response (DM),
with the P/F bit equal to the received packet and the command/response bit set to
,1'. The assembling of this packet is done by the procedure TXO.
If the process is able to transmit acknowledged data transfer it will send an
unnumbered acknowledge packet (VA) to the NT and setup the parameters for the
acknowledged data transfer, V[S], V[A], and V{R]. It starts a timer to garde the time
before the next packet is received for this entity. The process LAPD P has to inform
the layer 3 entity that acknowledged data transfer is now possible~ this is done by
sending a message with a nucleo 'DL ESTABUSH INDICATION'. The process can
now be transferred from - state 'TEl ASSIGNED' to state
'MULTIPLE FRAME ESTABUSHED'. The procedure is written is 'C' language
and looks as followed: -

/. F =P , response ./tx(DM,F,l);

}
else
{

}

void far sabme 4(void)
{ -

if (ABLE TO ESTABLISH)
( --

tx(UA,F,l); /. F=P, response ./
message(DL ESTABLISH INDICATION,LAYER3,ProcAct,O,O,O,O,O);
VS=O; - -
VA =0;
VR=O;
runtimer(T203 TIME OUT,ProcAct, T203);
SUBSTATE=O; -
NEWSTATE =MULTIPLE_FRAME_ESTABLISHED;

}
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6 Software testing.
Because the hardware wasn't available jet, the testing is done by rewriting the
program. This was necessary because it is not possible to generate interrupts from
the hardware.
The testing consisted of testing the operating system by creating messages and send
them from one process to another process.
After the operating system worked correctly, the operation of the different processes
was tested.
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7 Conclusions and recommendations.
Software is written for performing ISDN on the terminal board, the software will
support layer 1 and layer 2 of the OSI model. An operating system is designed and
implemented.

The operating system and support functions are tested. The operation of the LAPD
is also tested. The low level interrupt handlers and programming of the AMD chip
couldn't be performed because the terminal board wasn't operational at the time.

Before the terminal board is operational layer 3 has to be implemented and a
communication protocol between the ISDN terminal board and a PC has to be
implemented.
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Appendix A: Main audio processor.
The block diagram of the MAP is given in figure A 1.

CAP-----,

Aln-~

DTMF
generator

Compresser

side tone
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Figure A.l: Main audio processor.
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The transmitter performs the following functions:

-An ADC converts the incoming analog signal at a sampling rate of 512 kHz.

-A bandpass filtering and a series of discriminators reject DC and 50 to 60Hz
line frequencies while reducing the sampling rate to 8kHz.

-A filter for tuning the microphone, the X filter.

-A filter to program the gain from 0 to 12 dB, the OX filter.

-An u-Iaw or A-law digital compression to convert the digital signal to u- or A
law code.
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The receiver performs the following functions:

-An expander converts the input A- or u-Iaw data to linear.
-The GR filter can be programmed to a gain of 0 to -12 dB.
-The GER and sidetone gain (STG) can be programmed to a gain of -10 to +18
dB. The sidetone gain path provides feedback from the transmitter.
-The R filter is provided to correct for speaker attenuation distortion.
-A series of interpolators increasing the sample frequency to 256 kHz.
-A DAC converts the digital signal into the analog audio output signal.

These functions can be found in figure A 1.

The GER, GR, GX and Sidetone Gain filters can be programmed by 16 bit
coefficients. Two consecutive register locations correspond to one filter coefficient.
The format of these resisters are:

Table A 1: Definition filter coefficients.

Byte Bit
7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0

LSB Sl Ml SO MO
MSB S3 M3 S2 M2

with:

The gain for GER is:
gain = (1 + A)(1 + A2)(1 + A1)(1 + Ao)

The gain for GR, GX and STG:
gain = 1 + ~(1 + A2(1 + A.(1 + Ao)}}

The frequency domain transfer function equation for the X and R filters is:

where:
z = cos (wT) + i·sin (wT)
T = sampling period in seconds (0.125 msec)
hj = user defined coefficients

The equations for each hj coefficient is the same as the gain equation for GR, Gx,
and STG.
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Tone generators.

The MAP has three tone generators, which can be enabled by setting one bit in the
MMR2 (MAP Mode Register) register. Only one tone generator may be enabled at
a time. The three tone generators are:

-DTMF Generator:
Provides tone injection at a sampling rate of 32 kHz into the transmit and
sidetone path.

-Tone Generator:
Provides call progress tones to the receiver path, where it is added to the
incoming speech.

-Tone Ringer:
Provides tone alert signals output through the receive path to the
loudspeaker or earpiece.

To program the DTMF tone generator two frequency and two amplitude values
must be written in two Frequency Tone Generator Registers (FTGRs) and two
Amplitude Tone Generator Registers (ATGRs) respectively.

The Tone Generator and the Tone Ringer use the frequency programmed in FTGR1
and use respectively ATGR1 and ATGR2 as programmed amplitude.

The main audio processor has two mode registers MMR1 and MMR2, they are both
read/write registers.

Table A2: MAP Mode Register 1 (MMR1)

Bit Logical ' 1 ' Logical ' 0 ' (default)

0 A-law u-law
1 GX coeff. loaded from reg. GX gain
2 GR , , , , , , , , GR gain
3 GER , , , , , , , , GER gain
4 X , , , , , , , , X response
5 R , , , , , , , , R response
6 Sidetone gain coeff. loaded Sidetone gain response

from reg.
7 Digital loopback at MAP en. disable
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Table A.3: MAP Mode Register 2 (MMR2)

AopendixA

Bit Logical • 1 • Logical • 0 • (default)

0 AINB selected AINA selected
1 151/152 selected EAR1/EAR2 selected
2 DTMF enable disable
3 Tone Generator enable disable
4 Tone Ringer enable disable
5 High pass filter disable enable
6 ADC auto-zero function enable

disable
7 Not used Not used
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APpendix B

Appendix B: Access list DSC.
Block
Accessed

MPI-INIT
MPI-LIU

MPI-MUX

MPI-MAP

MPI-DLC

no.

1
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
1
2
3
4
5
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17

Register

INIT
LSR
LPR
LMR1
LMR2
Perform 2-4
MF
MFSB
MFQB
MCR1
MCR2
MCR3
MCR4
Perform 1-4
X Coeff.
R Coeff.
GX Coeff.
GR Coeff.
GER Coeff.
STG Coeff.
FTGR1, FTGR2
ATGR1, ATGR2
MMR1
MMR2
Perform 1-10
FRAR1, 2 & 3
SRAR1, 2 & 3
TAR
DRLR
DTCR
DMR1
DMR2
Perform 1-7
DRCR
RNG1
RNG2
FRAR4
SRAR4
DMR3
DMR4
Perform 12-14
ASR

Byte
Y&Z Sequence

21 One byte transferred
A1 One byte transferred
A2 One byte transferred
A3 One byte transferred
A4 One byte transferred
A5 LPR, LMR1, LMR2
A6 One byte transferred
A7 One byte transferred
A8 One byte transferred
41 One byte transferred
42 One byte transferred
43 One byte transferred
44 One byte transferred
45 MCR1-4
61 LSB, MSB
62 LSB, MSB
63 LSB, MSB
64 LSB, MSB
65 LSB, MSB
66 LSB, MSB
67 FTGR1, FTGR2
68 ATGR1, ATGR2
69 One byte transferred
6A One byte transferred
6B 46 byte transferred
81 FRAR1, 2 & 3
82 SRAR1, 2 & 3
83 LSB, MSB
84 LSB, MSB
85 LSB, MSB
86 One byte transferred
87 One byte transferred
88 14 byte transferred
89 One byte transferred
8A One byte transferred
8B One byte transferred
8C One byte transferred
8D One byte transferred
8E One byte transferred
8F One byte transferred
90 FRAR4, SRAR4, DMR3
91 One byte transferred
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Appendix C

Appendic C: File description.
DECLARE.I Declaration structures, etc.

EXTERN.I Global declarion variables

DEFINE.C Definition variables

INITPROC.C Initialization processes

MAIN.C Start of programm

DISP.C DispatcherO

MSG.C MessageO, getmsgO, updataqueueO

DMA82258.H Declarations for the 82258 DMA controller

DMA PROC.C Procedures for dma operation.

DSC.H Declarations for the DSC control

DSCDEF.H Default values for DSC registers

DSCMACRO.H Macro definition for DSC operation

DSCSTRUC.H Structure definition for access registers DSC

IDPC.H Declaration for IDPC control

IDPCDEF.H Default values for IDPC operation

IDPCSTRUC.H Structure definition for access registers IDPC

INITDSC.C Procedures for initiating the DSC

INITDLC.C Procedure for initiating the DLC of the DSC

INITMAP.C Procedure for initiating the MAP of the DSC

INITLIU.C Procedure for initiating the LIU of the DSC

INmDPc.C Procedure for initiating the IDPC

INITRAM.C Procedure for initiating the buffers
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Appendix C

INITHARD.C Procedure for initiating hardware.

INITPROC.C Procedure for initiating the different processes

USART.C Pocedure for initiating the USART of the IDPC

INT IDPC.C Interrupt handler IDPC

!NT DSC.C Interrupt handler DSC

LIUPROC.C Procedures for controlling the UU of the DSC

MAPPROC.C Procedure for controlling the MAP of the DSC

MUXPROC.C Procedure for controlling the MUX of the DSC

MISCPROC.C Miscellaneous procedures for controlling the DSC

lAPD.C Procedures for lAPD

TABLlAPD.C Table for layer 2 processes.

LAYER2.C Low level handlers layer 2

QUEUE.C Procedure for layer 2 queues

TIMER.C Procedures for controlling the timers

TXC Procedure for assembling transmit packets of layer 2

XMTBUFF.C Low level drivers for transmitting layer 2 frames

SYST.C Buffer procedures

MANAGE.C Management procedures of management process

TABL MAN.C Table of management process

MONITOR.C Monitor procedures for communication serial port

TABL MON.C Table of monitor process
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